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September 5,2022

Subject: Letter of Recommendation for Anthony Tucker

To whom it may concern:

I have had the pleasure of having Anthony Tucker in my lB-Business Management class and I
have seen him mature into a very responsible and self-driven individual. He has demonstrated a
tremendous amount of self-dedication, leadership, and determination in his academic activities.

It is with great pleasure that I am recommending Anthony Tucker. Anthony has shown
dedication to research after completing his Intemal Assessment in my IB Business Management
course. He is a valuable citizen of the classroom, presenting and participating every week.

Anthony is also well equipped with leadership skills. Outside of the classroom, Anthony is
currently leading his own initiatives at Westlake High School. He is serving as Mr. DECA for
our chapter. DECA is a national marketing association that assists students in the development of
leadership and marketing skills. Anthony attended the2022 DECA Intemational Career
Development Conference in Atlanta, Georgia and gain valuable leadership skills. This
organization provides marketing opportunities through competitive role-playing activities,
business conferences and community services.

In addition, Anthony is also serving as our Director of Events during his Senior year. As a
DECA officer, Anthony spends his week planning social events, meetings, conferences,
showcases, and fundraising initiatives.

This recommendation would not be complete without mentioning Anthony's passion for the
sciences, specifically Engineering. Anthony is always finding ways to challenge his self in the
sciences. Recently he attended Georgia Institute of Technology's Data Science in the summer,
whilst participating in the College Inroad's National Career Academy. He is also a member of
the National Honor Society.

Based on my association with Anthony, I believe Anthony has the integrity and personal
attributes to excel in any of his efforts.

Sincerely,

Veda Cook Ed.D
CTAE Department Chair
IB Business Management Instructor
Marketing Insttactor
DECA Advisor
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